
 

 

 

 

  Part 3    

       

The howling back end is hopefully cured 

So the engine seemed to be fixed and the beast no longer snarled through its blowing exhaust, 

maybe things were looking up. The car was being held aloft by a set of very sturdy 6 ton axle stands, 

and the wheels were off, so while the car was ticking over nicely I thought I would select drive and 

investigate what all the fuss was about in the final drive department. I must stress that care must be 

taken when doing anything like this.   When you select drive, everything from the gearbox, propshaft, 

drive shafts, hubs and discs will start to spin, and spin quite quickly, there are lots of nasty cuff 

grabbing bits going round and round. By the time the car has grabbed you and pulled you in it will be 

too late, SO DON’T GET CLOSE ENOUGH FOR IT TO GRAB YOU! 

 

Anyway, it was apparent within seconds of selecting drive that the problem was the diff, it just clunked 

noisily away without conscience, oblivious to the pain and extra work load it would be causing me. No 

choice but to replace it. 

 



Rear subframe removal - easier than you think! 

The independent rear suspension (IRS) on an XJS is a masterpiece of engineering but a real pain to 

work on when it’s bolted to the car. The good news is its very easy to unbolt everything that’s 

connected to it (brake pipes, handbrake cable, propshaft, radius arms, exhaust pipes and eight 

mounting bolts).  The bad news is the IRS is very heavy and unbalanced when liberated from the 

mother ship, a hefty long wheelbase jack with high lift is required to make the job easy. 

 

I was lucky enough to grab such a thing off eBay for a mere £33, its an old press tool lifting apparatus 

but after a bit of modification it proved perfect for the job, what a great piece of kit!   

 

A quick note on placement of the axle stands when removing the IRS. The car will have to be 

supported on the rear jacking points to facilitate the IRS removal, the integrity of these jacking points 

should be checked before you entrust them with the weight of the car. The second thing to be aware 

of is that the IRS will be left hanging from its rubber mounts, these mounts (four in total) consist of 

rubber bonded to metal plates. If, over the years the bonding has failed, its possible for the IRS to 

drop free from the car when not supported. If you are underneath it when it does, you’ll not be going 

home for tea!    

 

 

 

 



TaDah! 

A couple of hours work and the lump was out, a benefit of doing this job countless times before. I had 

a replacement unit lined up ready so it was just a matter of swapping over the brakes and handbrake 

callipers, changing the diff oil and the new unit was ready to go back in, if only the car was, but that’s 

another story! 

 

The brake set up on an IRS is notorious to work on in situ. The brakes are deemed ‘inboard’ i.e. right 

next to the diff and not on the wheel hubs. This is to save unsprung weight and make the car ride 

better. There are four callipers on this set up, two main brake callipers and two handbrake callipers 

which sit piggy back style on the main ones. If you have the IRS out it would be wise to change or 

service all these callipers and take a close look at the discs. The alternative is to spend hours on your 

back on a cold garage floor doing it the hard way.   

 

The handbrake callipers are particularly fiddly, they sit inside a yoke on the main callipers and are 

retained by two pins on which they pivot. These pins are threaded at the top next to the bolt head but 

the remaining section is plain. The bottom line is that it’s very easy to miss the holes in the callipers 

when screwing these pins in. The threaded section will screw in nicely, but that doesn’t mean the 

remaining section of the pin has entered the callipers. There is also the matter of ensuring the bronze 

fork has located correctly!  It took me a long time underneath a dirty cold car to suss out how to do it 

properly. Now I’ve done it once, it’s quite easy, but that first lesson is long and painful!  

 

 



Fibre glass fetish and don’t poke that with a stick!  

As mentioned in the opening feature, there were bits of scabby rust around the lower rear quarters 

and rear parts of the sill on both sides. It didn’t look too bad but with the IRS removed and access 

easy, now was as good a time as ever to sort it out.  

 

The best way to sort the wheat from the chaff when searching for rot and bodged repairs is to run a 

grinderette wheel across the suspect material. It will strip the paint off in no time and all will be 

revealed. The saying ‘just the tip of the iceberg’ could never be so apt, for every inch of bubbling rust 

showing, you normally have to budget for a least twice as much hiding beneath the paint. If you’re not 

the first person to tread this hallowed ground then you’ll no doubt find all manner of filler, fibre glass 

and wire mesh where good metal should be. Long n lean was no exception.  

 

The problem with the lower rear quarters is that they posses too many contours, they look lovely 

when pristine, but trying to recreate all those curves when repairing them is a nightmare for a man of 

my limited skills.  Saviour came in the form a vandalised insurance write off! This once cosseted car, 

with perfect rear quarters, fell into my clutches as I was repairing green n mean.  Ten minutes with a 

cutting disc had the quarters removed and dressed ready to weld onto my more fortunate V12. 

 

  



 

  With the welding repairs completed the replacement sub was duly fitted and everything reconnected, 

the next step will be to remove the front sub frame and see what lies beneath. 

 

For further information and advice, please contact Just XJS 

 

Phone: 07940 998199 

 

E-Mail: justxjsltd@gmail.com  
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